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Hartree-Fock approximation with relativistic extensions (HFR), 317
HULLAC code, 316, 323, 349
hydro code, MED, 103, 306
hydrodynamic Lagrangian code CHIVAS, 311
laser coupling and interaction, 303
Layzer complexes, 318
magnetohydroradiative-dynamic research (MHRDR), 382
modified semi-empirical method (MSEM), 310, 699
multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF), 316
multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock (MCHF), 316
Poisson equation, 398
power balance model, 343
radiation hydrodynamic code, 348
radiation transfer models, 318
screened hydrogenic model (SHM), 348
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SCROLL, 316
SCAALP code, 318
spin-orbit split array (SOSA), 314
super transition array (STA), 315
Thomas-Fermi (TF) model, 312
laser-produced plasma (LPP) targets, 544, 620
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tin, 266
water, 309, 698
electron density, 698
emission spectrum, 310
xenon, 18, 264, 545, 581, 680
filament, xenon, 571, 681
gas puff, xenon, 261
glass targets, tin-doped, 156
high-density clusters, xenon, 651
jet aerosol spray jet, 675
heat shield, 676
xenon, 264, 545, 620, 624, 651, 1005
liquid jet droplet formation distance, 626
evaporative cooling, 626
freezing, 626
jet stabilization through nozzle heating, 628
xenon, 674
mass limited, 12, 546, 651, 690
tin-doped liquid droplet target, 691
spectra of, 701
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liquid xenon spray jet, 657
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linear density trajectory, 189
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line width, 699
local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), 211, 306, 614, 699
low-energy ion scattering spectroscopy (LEISS), 950
LS coupling, 50, 293
LS-coupling approximation, 288
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macrophoton, 284
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magnetic switch, 429
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) processes, 277, 279
magnetohydroradiative-dynamic research (MHRDR), 382
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Maxwell equation, 231
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Thomson scattering, 744
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x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), 736, 950, 1021
XUV diagnostics, 722
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monochromator, 765
Monte Carlo-based radiation transport (MCRT), 284
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nonequilibrium parameter, 239
non-LTE, 228
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    of clean Al, 852
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numerical diffusion, 241
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object field size, 895
obscuration effects
  anode, 968
electrode, 899, 902
Ohm’s law, generalized, 231
opacity effects, 150, 154–155, 162, 164, 167, 361, 382
opacity project database, 699
operating costs, 40
optical depth, 210, 230, 319
optically thick lines, radiance of Ne and Xe lines, 211
optical thickness, 291, 565
out-of-band (OOB) radiation, 11, 201, 216, 634, 704
overhead time, 32
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particle-in-cell method, 236
Paschen curve, 177, 233, 397, 402
Pease-Braginskii current, 180
petals, 1004
optical photographs, 1007
phase-space volume, 894
photodiode, 899
photodiode calibration, 773
photon bundle, 284
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, 724
pinch discharges, 477
Bennett equilibrium, 478
conversion efficiency (CE), 482
electrode erosion, 486
electrode system, 494
  effective electrode surface, 488
excimer-laser-initiated pinch discharge in Sn, 495
fuel, Sn vapor, 491
high-voltage electrode (HVE), 492
intrinsic conversion efficiency (ICE), 482
lifetime, 486
power, 482
rotating-disk electrode (RDE), 498
rotating multi-discharge-unit (RMDU), 489
Si3N4, 488
source size, 484
spectra, 484
spouting pinch discharge, 480
stability, 484
pulse-to-pulse repeatability, 485
vapor shielding, 488
Z pinch, 478, 482
Z-pinch configurations, 479
pinch effect, 175, 418, 478
  formation of pinch columns, 176
gas-puff pinch, 177
theta pinch, 175
X pinch, 177
Z pinch, 175
pinch plasma, 418
pinhole camera, 738, 899, 904
Planckian radiator, 202
  ideal, 203
  spectral efficiency of, 202
Planck mean absorption coefficient, 321
Planck's law, 201, 319, 541
plasma, axial velocity of, 248
plasma capillary source, 523
  ablative capillary discharges, 526
  conversion efficiency (CE), 531
Doppler broadening, 525
gas-filled capillaries, 524
lifetime, 530
modeling, 524
polyacetal, 524
polyacetal capillary, 527
  EUV spectra, 532
PVC capillary, 527
spectrum of a discharge with argon, 525
Kr and Xe spectra in the EUV region, 527
unresolved transition array (UTA), 529
power, 529
plasma-column energy balance, 180
plasma compression, 3D, 248
plasma critical density, 541, 565, 696
plasma focus discharge, 177
plasma gun, 933
diagnostics, 935
hydrogen plasma, 934
plasma modeling
ANGARA-5, 236
completely conservative scheme, 241
discrete-ordinate method (DRT), 283
distorted-wave approximation (DWA), 227
HEIGHTS-EUV package, 277, 918
implicit scheme, 242
Lax-Friedrich formulation, 277, 918
MHD description, 218
Monte Carlo model, 398, 400
multigroup radiation transport model, 244
Newton's method, 242
plasma and radiation and solid-material interactions, 234
RMHD code Z*, 236
spectral ray-tracing postprocessing, 245
TERM, 237
THERMOS, 188, 237
tool for source optimization, 215
total variation diminishing (TVD) scheme, 277
TRIM, 1011, 1034
Z* code, 223
ZETA, 236
Z accelerator, 236
plasma outflow, 185
plasma sheath, noncylindrical, 253
plasma sound speed, 565
Poco graphite, 676
poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA), 859
  absorption coefficient, 859
positioning stability, 36
potential energy sputtering, 1033
power scaling, 387, 831
preferential sputtering (PS), 948
preionization
  influence of, 252
  processes, 232
prepulse, effect of, 165
projection algorithm, 899, 900
PROTO I, 179
pseudorandom number, 399
pseudospark discharge, 396
pulse compression ratio, 429
pulsed power, 427
pulsed response of Si photodiodes, 775
pulsed-power development, 375
pyroelectric calorimeter, 753
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quality of imaging (critical dimension control), 34
quantum efficiency, 206, 770, 775
quartz-crystal microbalance (QCM), 737, 963
quartz-crystal-microbalance–dual-crystal unit (QCM-DCU), 950
quasi-neutrality, 232
quasi-stationary approximation, 228
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Racah algebra, 315
radiation diffusion, 321
radiation-enhanced diffusion (RED), 948
radiation-hardened Si photodiodes, 776
radiation-induced segregation (RIS), 948
radiation loss, 181
radiation transfer equation, 229
radiation transport, detailed, 280
Monte Carlo-based radiation transport (MCRT), 284
radiation transport equation (RTE), 283
radiative collapse (RC), 175, 180, 247
stability of trajectory, 190
Z-pinch, 175
radiative cooling time, 209
radiative decay rate, 188
radiative magnetohydrodynamics (RMHD), 224
effective conservative schemes, 241
radiative yield, factors that influence, 208
rates of
absorption and emission in spectral lines, 226
Auger effect (autoionization) and dielectronic capture, 226
collisional deexcitation, 188, 212, 226
collisional excitation, 209, 226
excitation and ionization, 207
ionization and three-body recombination, 226
photoionization and radiative recombination, 226
Rayleigh’s criterion, 874
Rayleigh-Taylor instability, 250, 610
ray tracing, 898, 910
recombination radiation, 693
recycling system, 571
reflectometry, 765, 836
repeller field, 712
repetition frequency, requirements, 28
requirements estimation, 33
residual gas analyzer (RGA), 571
resist
line edge roughness (LER), 13
sensitivity performance, 14
sensitivity requirements, 31
resistivity, 287
resonance lines, 62
of rare gases for calibration, 787
RMHD code Z*, 236
Rosseland mean absorption coefficient, 321
rotating multi-discharge-unit (RMDU), 489
rotating-disk electrode (RDE), 498
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satellite lines, effect of, 360
scan speed, 35
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 737
scanning time, 32
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), 1037
Schlieren imaging, 740
Schottky barrier devices, 777, 798
Schwartzschild optic, 857, 863
screened hydrogenic model (SHM), 348
second-harmonic generator (SHG), 697
secondary-ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), 737
self-trapped exciton (STE), 1036
shadowgraphs, 738
shot-to-shot reproducibility, 190
see also stability under various sources
Si L-edge Cherenkov emission, 824
Si$_3$N$_4$, 488
Si$_3$N$_4$/Nb filter transmission, 724
SiC, 506
silicon EUV spectrum, 826
skin depth, 235
Slater-Condon parameter, 153
slit width, 35
snowplow model, 176, 255, 269
Sommergjen phase-shifting diffraction interferometer, 856
source angular distribution, 899, 903, 906
also see under various sources
source diameter, 909
source distribution, 897, 899, 902, 905
source efficiency, 199
collection, 200
driver, 200
plasmas, 200
radiator, 200
spectral, 200
source, EUV
  see EUV sources
source length, 909
source performance measurements
  also see under metrology
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source power
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    Xe DPP, 15
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  requirement estimation, 203
source power, collectible, 897
source power scalability, 200
source repeatability, 35
  number of pulses, 35
  repetition rate, 35
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  also see under various sources
source technology
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    integrated energy stability, 28
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  limits, 10
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  potential showstopper, 5
source volume, 894, 897, 898, 908
  projection, 900
source, utility requirements, 7
spectra
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tin, 214
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spectral line width of an isolated line, 310, 699
spectral purity, 28, 38
  joint specs, 28
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spectral purity filter (SPF)
technology, 9
  transmission, 11
spectral radiance, 201, 209
spectral radiation energy density, 230, 238
spectrographs, 807
  flat-field spectrograph (FFS), 699
  transmission grating spectrograph (TGS), 699
  variable-spacing (Harada) grazing-incidence grating, 699
spray jet, 1009
sputter erosion, 457
sputtering yield, 1033
copper, 951, 962
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Spitzer conductivity, 181
Stark broadening, 211
Star Pinch, 453
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  conversion efficiency (CE), 466
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  foil comb, 463
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  multiple-channel hollow-cathode discharge, 460
  plasma expansion time, 457
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  pseudospark discharge, 459
  power, 466
  scaling, 471
  sputter erosion, 457
  sputter removal coefficient, 456
  thermionic cathodes, 458
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  Stefan-Boltzmann law, 201, 209
  sublimation of metal, 235
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surface accumulators, 736
SXUV-type diode, 799
synchrotron radiation sources, 760, 786, 841
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  EUV direct undulator beamline, 791
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  inband power meter, 808
photodiode
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  irradiation stability, 802
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  spectral responsivity, 797
reflectometer, 792
  spectral detection efficiency, 812
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spectrally filtered tools, 807
spectrographs, 807
spectral radiant power, 789
Synchrotron Ultraviolet Radiation Facility (SURF III), 761
  absolute cryogenic radiometer (ACR), 774
  calibration of EUV radiometry tools, 777
  Flying Circus, 777
  detector characterization, 769
  quantum efficiency, 770
  quantum efficiency spatial uniformity, 772
  quantum efficiency stability, 771
  speed, 772
infband EUV power instrumentation, 764
ionization chamber, 773
monochromator, 765
output spectrum of SURF III, 761
photodiode
  calibration, 773
  linearity, 772
  out-of-band response, 773
  pulsed response, 775
  pulsed response saturation, 776
  responsivity, 776
reflectivity map, 768
reflectometer optical throughput, 767
reflectometry, 765
transmission curve, Zr filter, 769
overview
  applications in lithography, 849
  beamlines, 842
bending-magnet (or dipole) radiation, 842
  EUV radiation, 845
  EUV imaging, 858
  EUV interferometry, 855
  focusing magnets (quadrupoles), 842
  injector, 842
  insertion magnets, 842
  Kirkpatrick-Baez glancing-incidence optical system, 856
  Lorentz contraction factor, 842
  magnetic lenses, 842
  phase-shifting point-diffraction interferometer (PSPDI), 856
  reflectivity measurements of Al, Ir, and ML, 853
  reflectometer, 855
  scanning-mirror illuminator, 861
  Sommargren phase-shifting diffraction interferometer, 856
  steering magnets (sextupoles), 842
  survey of current facilities, 848
  undulator radiation, 844, 846
  wiggler radiation, 844, 848

T
  tape target, 621
  TERM, 237
  thermal extraction, 15
  dissipation of electrical energy, 186
  also see thermal management under sources
  thermal instability, 235, 250
  thermal management, 378, 600
  THERMOS, 188, 237
  throughput model, 31
  acceleration of wafer stage, 33
  acceleration time, 32
  deceleration time, 32
  field exposure time, 33
  field number, 32
  overhead time, 32
  relationship of throughput and stage acceleration, 33
  scanning time, 32
  wafer exposure time, 32
  tin
  see under atomic data and fuel for various sources
  Thomson parabola spectrometer (TPS), 706, 750
  Thomson scattering, 744
time-of-flight (TOF), 704
  TOF spectrometer, 745, 747
toroidal mirror, 765
total variation diminishing (TVD), 918
total variation diminishing (TVD) scheme, 277
transition energy, 51, 349
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 1021
transmission grating spectrograph (TGS), 699
TRIM, 1011, 1034
turbo molecular pumps, 655

U
ultrafast electronic excitation, 1036
undulator radiation, 844, 846
unresolved transition array (UTA), 151, 156, 211, 302, 352, 529
intensity, 156
variation of peak position with atomic number, 156
usable radiation, 899, 903, 908
utility requirements, EUV sources, 7

V
vacuum spark, 115
low inductance discharges, 177
vapor shielding, 488
Virtual National Laboratory (VNL), 996

W
wafer dose sensor (WDS), 663
wafer throughput model, 31
wall material, 455
width of an isolated line, 310, 699
wiggler radiation, 844, 848
Wollaston prism, 696
Wolter objective, 590
Wolter type 1 design, 9, 415, 423, 590, 592, 878–879, 890

X
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), 736, 950, 1021
xenon
see under atomic data and various sources
xenon recycler, 599
XTS, 435
XUV diagnostics, 722

Y
YAG:Ce crystals, 729

Z
Z accelerator, 236
Z-pinches, 413
Z-pinches configurations, 479
Z_{eff}, 181
Z* code, 223
ZETA, 236
zippering effect, 187, 191